A general form of stochastic search is described (random heuristic search), and some of its general properties are proved. This provides a framework in which the simple genetic algorithm (SGA) is a special case. T h e framework is used to illuminate relationships between seemingly different probabilistic perspectives of SGA behavior. Next, the SGA is formalized as an instance of random heuristic search. T h e formalization then used to show expected population fitness is a Lyapunov function in the infinite population model when mutation is zero and fitness is linear. In particular, the infinite population algorithm must converge, and average population fimess increases from one generation to the next. T h e consequence for a finite population SGA is that the expected population fitness increases from one generation to the next. Moreover, the only stable fixed point of the expected next population operator corresponds to the population consisting entirely of the optimal string. This result is then extended by way of a perturbation argument to allow nonzero mutation.
Introduction
T h e classical genetic algorithm,' referred to as the simplegeneticalgorithm ( S m ) , is stochastic. It cannot be characterized as converging to any particular population, nor is it possible to predict population trajectories or to know the change in population fitness from one generation to the next. It is natural, therefore, to approach the SGA from a probabilistic perspective.
At one extreme are complete Markov models (see, for example, Davis, 199 1; Nix & Vose, 1992; Vose, in press b) that capture every aspect of SGA behavior. This type of formalization is complex, however, and extracting desired information can be nontrivial.
A seemingly more tractable approach is to study the SGA's expected transition from one generation to the next. This is given by a deterministic function which from the current population p produces the expected next generation G(p).
It will be proved in this paper that within the framework of random heuristic search, the function G is independent of population size. It therefore simultaneously describes (in a sense that will be made precise) the expected next generation for all population sizes. A further consequence of the framework is that Gfp) is also rhe sampling distribution according to 1 A fured length binary GA, with crossover, mutation, and propomonal selection. which population p should be sampled to produce the SG& actual (as opposed to expected) next generation. It follows that everydung that could ever be proved about a finite population SGA corresponds to some property of Q.
Another approach is to make the simplifylng assumption of an infinite population. This is equivalent to the assumption that the SGA will, at every generation, move to the expected next generation. Consequently, an infinite population is not prerequisite to drawing inferences about SGA behavior on the basis of this model. Population trajectories in the infinite population case are determined by following the expected transition (see Juliany & Vose, 1994 for some interesting partialvisualizations of this dynamical system). This approach is similar to the infinite population models of population genetics (see, for example, Nagylaki, 1992) . Because of the various interpretations of Q pointed out above, this dynamical system also encodes complete information about SGA behavior.
This paper makes these various interpretations of Q clear by way of the general framework for stochastic search referred to above as random heuristic search. The SGA will be formalized as an instance of random heuristic search, and the formalization will be used to obtain the main results of this paper based on the infinite population model.
For the class of linearfitnessfinctions (defined in a later section), it is shown that the average population fitness increases from one generation to the next under the influence of selection and crossover (mutation is not included). Population trajectories in the infinite population model converge to a fixed point of G, and all fixed points correspond to populations consisting entirely of a single smng type. The consequence for a finite population SGA is that the expected population fitness increases from one generation to the next. Moreover, the only stable fixed point of the expected next population operator corresponds to the population consisting entirely of the optimal string. This result is then generalized to include nonzero mutation.
Rabinovich and Wigderson (1991) prove a stronger result under the additional restrictions that populations must be invariant under permutations of the bits of their members, there is no mutation, and the fimess function is counting-ones. They give a constructive proof that average fitness converges to optimum fitness in logarithmic time. Related to this is a result of Vose (in press a) that under suitable conditions (which are satisfied in the case of linear fimess) the infinite population model of any instance of random heuristic search-in particular the SGA-converges in logarithmic time.
Notation
The set of integers is denoted by 2, and the set of integers modulo 2 is denoted by Z2. The symbol 32 denotes the set of real numbers. For any collection C of real numbers or real valued functions, aC denotes the collection whose members are those of C multiplied by a.
Angle brackets (. . .) denote a tuple, which is to be regarded as a column vector. The column vector of all 1s is denoted by 1, and the zero vector is denoted by 0. The n x n identity matrix is In, and thejth column of I, is the vector ej. For vector x, diag(x) denotes the square diagonal matrix with zith entry xi. Indexing of vectors and matrices begins with 0.
The symbol "." is used as a place holder, except when occurring between column vectors as in x .y, where it indicates the componentwise product of x andy (i.e., diag (x)y). Transpose is indicated with superscript T . The standard vector norm is /IxIJ = ,/xTx. The open ball of radius E about the element or set x is denoted by B,(x), the closed ball by B&).
Simple Genetic Algorithms with Linear Fitness
Composition of functionsf and g isf o g(x) = f ( g ( x ) ) . The ith iterate? off is defined by 
T h e equivalence of objects x and y is indicated by x = y.
Random Heuristic Search

Representation
Random heuristic search can be thought of as an initial collection of elements Po chosen from some search space Q of cardinality n together with some transition mle T which from Pi will produce another collection P,+1. In general, T will be iterated to produce a sequence of collections
The beginning collection Po is referred to as the initial population, the first population (or generation) is PI, the second generation is Pz, and so on. Populations are multisets.
Not all transition rules are allowed. Obtaining a good representation for populations is a first step toward characterizing admissible T . Define the simplex to be the set
An element p of A corresponds to a population according to the following rule for defining its components pi = the proportion in the population of thejth element of R For example, if R = {0,1,2,3,4,5} then n = 6. T h e population (1, 0, 3, 1, 1, 3, 2, 2, 4, 0) would be represented by the vector p = (.2, .3, .2, .2, . 1 , .O) given Table 1 . The cardinality of each generation Po, Pi, . . . is a parameter r called the population size. Hence the proportional representation given by p unambiguously determines a population once r is known. T h e vector p is referred to as a population uector. The distinction between population and population vector will often be blurred because the population size is fixed. In particular, T may be thought of as mapping the current population vector to the next.
To get a feel for the geometry of the representation space, A is shown in Figure 1 for n = 2,3,4. The diagrams represent A (a line segment, triangle, and solid tetrahedron arrows show the coordinate axes of the ambient space (the projection of the coordinate axes are being viewed in the second diagram, which is three-dimensional, and in the last diagram where the ambient space is four-dimensional).
In general, A is a tetrahedron of dimension n -1 contained in an ambient space of dimension n. Note that each vertex of A corresponds to a unit basis vector of the ambient space; A is their convex hull. For example, the vertices of the solid tetrahedron (the right-most diagram in Figure 1 ) are at the basis vectors
, and e j = (0, 0, 0,l). Assuming that R = {0,1,2,3}, they correspond (respectively) to the following populations: Y copies of 0, P copies of 1, P copies of 2, and Y copies of 3. The center diagram will later be used as a schematic for general A, representing it for arbitrary n.
It should be realized that not every point of A corresponds to a finite population. In fact, only those rational points with common denominator r correspond to populations of size P. They are For example, the points corresponding to $ X: (n = 4 and P = 4) are the dots in Figure 2 .
As r --f 00, these rational points become dense in A. Since a rational point may represent arbitrarily large populations, a point p of A carries little information concerning population size. A natural view is therefore that A corresponds to populations of indeterminate size. This is but one of several useful interpretations. Another is that A corresponds to sampling distributions over R: since the components of p are nonnegative and sum to 1, p may be viewed as indicating that i is sampled with probabilitypi. In summary, random heuristic search appears to be a discrete dynamical system on A through the identification of populations with population vectors. That is, there is some transition rule This view is incomplete, however, because the transitions are in general nondeterministic and not all transition rules are allowed. Next the stochastic nature of T will be explained, and admissible T will be characterized.
Nondeterminism
Given the current population vector p, the next population vector ~( p ) cannot be predicted with certainty because T is stochastic. It is most conveniently thought of as resulting from r independent, identically distributed random choices. Let G : A -A be a hezlristic5mction (heuristic for short) which given the current population p produces a vector whose ith component is the probability that the ith element of R is chosen (with replacement). That is, G(p) is that probability vector that specifies the sampling distribution by which the aggregate of Y choices forms the next generation. A transition rule T is admissible if it corresponds to a heuristic function G in this way. Figure 3 depicts the relationship between p, A, R, 6, and T through a sequence of generations (the illustration does not correspond literally to any particular case; it depicts how transitions between generations take place in general).
T h e triangles along the top row represent A, one for each of four generations. Each A contains a dot representing a population. These same populations are also represented in the second row with dots; T maps from one to the next.. The transition arrow for T is dashed to indicate that it is an induced map, computed by following the solid arrows. The third row of dots are images of populations under 6. Below each is a curve, suggesting the sampling distribution over R that it represents. The line segments in the bottom row represent R.
The transition from one generation to the next proceeds as follows. First G is applied to produce a vector that represents a sampling distribution (curve) over Q. Next, r independent samples, with replacement, are made from Q according to this distribution (represented in Figure 3 by "sample") to produce the next generation.
For example, let Q = (0, 1,2,3} and suppose the heuristic is
Let the initial population be p = (.25, .25, .25, .25). Since G(p) = (0,1/6,1/3,1/2), the probability of sampling 0 is 0, of sampling 1 is 1/6, of sampling 2 is 1/3, and of sampling 3 is 112. With population size r = 100, the transition rule corresponds to making 100 independent samples, with replacement, according to these probabilities.
A plausible next generation is therefore ~( p ) 
SKETCH OF PROOF:
Without loss of generality, SZ = (0,. . . , n -1). The first step is to determine for each possible population vector the probability that it represents the next generation. Feasible populations are XL. To obtain a general population vector q = v / r , it must happen that no choices out of r are 0, which has probability and 01 choices out of the remaining r -vo must be 1, which has probability and so on until finally v,-1 choices out of the remaining P -vo -. . . -v,-z must be n -1, which has probability T h e product of these probabilities reduces (after expanding the binomial coefficients) to It follows that the expectation is gwen by Applying the operator C e;x, & to both sides of the multinomial theorem yields Using this formula to simplify the expectation completes the proof. 0
Observe that the statement of Theorem 3.1 is independent of r. It therefore holds independent of population size. According to the law of large numbers, if the next generation's population vector q were obtained as the result of an infinite sample from the distribution described by Q(p), then q would match the expectation, hence q = G(p). Because this corresponds to random heuristic search with an infinite population, the algorithm resulting from "r = P2 is called the infinite population algorithm.
At this point, random heuristic search and the infinite population algorithm have been defined. T h e following sections will show how the heuristic G may be instantiated to yleld the simple genetic algorithm.
To summarize:
0 By the observations made above, the dynamical systemp, G(p), G*(p), . . . represents population trajectories in the infinite population case.
By construction, G(p) is the sampling distribution according to which population p should be sampled to produce the next generation in the finite population case.
0 By Theorem 3.1, G(p) is the expected next generation. Because Theorem 3.1 is independent of r, it follows that Q simultaneously describes the expected next generation for all population sizes.
The Simple Genetic Algorithm
Naturally enough, the simple genetic algorithm is realized by specifylng the search space SZ and identifymg the heuristic function G. Given the formalism provided by the previous section, nothing else is required to define the SGA; it is merely a special case of random heuristic search. Before proceeding, an algebraic framework will be established that will be used extensively throughout the paper.
Algebra
For positive integer I , the set of length C binary strings is the Cartesian product n=z, X ' . . X Z 2 .
Since the b-digit binary representations of integers in the interval [0, ze) coincide with the elements of R, they are regarded as being the same. To make explicit the dependence of R on C, it may be written as 'R. When elements of Q are written as strings, the standard practice of putting least significant bit to the right is followed. For example, if e = 3 then n = Ze = 8 and R = { 000,001,010,011,100,101,110,111} (0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7}.
Elements of Z2 form a finite field under the operations of addition and multiplication modulo 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
These operations are extended to S2 by applying them coordinate-wise. By convention, @ takes precedence over $, and both bind more tightly than operations that are not modulo 2 .
When representing elements of R as column vectors, the least significant bit is at the top. This unusual ordering pays large dividends in the form of simplified formulas and theorems. Continuing in the context of the example above,
For x E R, let 2 abbreviate 1 @ x. In standard computer science nomenclature, $ is exclusiveor on integers, @ is and, and x H 3 is not. Note that @ distributes over $. Because @ differs from inclusive-or, De Morgan's laws do not hold with respect to {-, @, @}.
The set { x E SZ : x @ k = k} is denoted by Rk. Each i E R has a unique representation i = u @ ZI where u E Rk and ZI E R p This follows from the identity
Let ffk be the permutation matrix defined by
The permutation ck corresponds to applying the map i H i @ k to subscripts. That is, gk(x0,. . . , X n -l ) = (xO@k,.~-,x(n-l)@k)
It is easily verified that the ok are symmetric and q f f j = ffiaj. It follows that the L7k commute and are self inverse.
Selection
The symbol swill be used for three equivalent (though different) things. This overloading of s does not take long to get used to because context makes meaning clear. The benefits are clean and elegant presentation and the ability to use a common symbol for ideas whose differences are often conveniently blurred.
First, s E A can be regarded as a selection distribution describing the probability si with which i is selected (with replacement) from the current population for participation in forming the next generation. A selected element is an intermediate step toward producing the next population, not typically a member of it. In total, 2r such selections will be made, the aggregate of which is sometimes referred to as the gene pool.
Second, s : A --t R can be regarded as a selection finction that is nondeterministic. The result s(p) of applying s to p is i with probability given by the ith component si of the selection distribution. Of course, for there to be a nontrivial dependence on p , the selection distribution must be some function 3 of p . The function . F is referred to as the selection scheme.
Third, s E A can be regarded as a population vector.
In analogy with survival of the fittest, an integral part of .F is afitnessfinction f : Q --t !R that can be used (in a variety of ways) to determine a selection scheme. The fitness function is assumed to be injective. The value f (i) is called thefitness of i. Through the identification f; =f(& the fitness function may be regarded as a vector.
Proportional selection refers to the selection function corresponding to the selection scheme
. When proportional selection is being used, it is assumed that the fitness function is positive.
By letting the heuristic G be the selection scheme, results from previous sections apply to selection. For example, with population size 2r, r(p) becomes the gene pool. Invoking Theorem 3.1, the expected gene pool is described by the population vector s = 3 ( p ) . By definition, the selection distribution is s = F(p). Hence, as elements of A, the selection distribution is identical to the expected gene pool.
Mutation
The symbol p will also be used for three different (though related) things.
First, p E A can be regarded as a distribution describing the probability p, with which i is selected to be a mutation musk (additional details will follow).
Second, p : R + R can be regarded as a mutationfinction that is nondeterministic. The result p(x) of applying p to x is x gjl i with probability given by the ith component pL2 of the distribution p. The i occurring in x cf> i is referred to as a mutation mask. The application of to x is referred to as mutating x.
Third, p E [0, 0.5) can be regarded as a mutation rate that implicitly specifies the distribution p according to the rule
The distribution p need not correspond to any mutation rate, although that is certainly the classical situation. Any element p E A whatsoever is allowed.
The effect of mutating x using mutation mask i is to alter the bits of x in those positions where the mutation mask i is 1. When mutation is affected by a rate, the probability of selecting mask i depends only on the number of Is that i contains.
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If the mutation rate is nonzero (the typical case), then every element of R has a positive probability of being the result of p(x). Mutation is said to be zero if pi = 6i.o. For arbitrary p E A, mutation is calledpositzve if p; > 0 for all i.
Mutation is called independent if for all j and k p j = C piej C piej.
k@i=O &i=o
Independent mutation is of interest because of its relationship to the crossover operator. 
Since the right-most sum above is (p + (1 -p))" = 1 (by the binomial theorem), it follows that
Crossover
It is convenient to use the concept ofpartialprobability. Let C : A -+ B and suppose 4 :
To say ''t = [(a) with partial probability 4(a)" means that < = b with probability
The description of crossover parallels the description of mutation given in the previous section; the symbol x will be used for three different (though related) things. First, x E A can be regarded as a distribution describing the probability X; with which i is selected to be a crossover mask (additional details will follow).
Second, x : R x R -+ R can be regarded as a crossoverfinction that is nondeterministic.
The result ~( x , y ) is x @ i @ E @y w i t h partial probability x;/Z and isy @ i @ 5 @ x with partial probability ~; / 2 . The i occurring in the definition of x(x,y) is referred to as a crossover mask. The application of X(x,y) to x,y is referred to as recombining x and y.
The arguments x andy of the crossover function are calledparents; the pair x i 8 i @ @ y and y @ i @ 7 @ x are referred to as their children. Note that crossover produces children by exchanging the bits of parents in those positions where the crossover mask i is 1. The result X(x,y) is called their child. and zm;fomz crossover, for which c; = 2 -e . However, any element c E A whatsoever is allowed. The following theorem says that when mutation is independent, it may be performed either before or after crossover; the effects are exactly the same. Splitting the sum across the "+", changing variables, and recombining as before yields which is equal to Pr{p(X(x,y)) = 2).
0
Obtaining child z from parents x and y via the process of mutation and crossover is called mixing and has probability denoted by m,,(z). Formulas for these probabilities, contained in the preceding proof, are recorded in the following theorem. THEOREM 4.3: Ifmutation is performed before crossover, then
If mutation is performed after crossover, then
Mixing has many symmetries. The most fundamental are: M(x); = x~c ; M c~x .
SGA's Heuristic
In procedural terms, the simple genetic algorithm is defined as producing the next generation according to the following:
1. Obtain two parents by the selection function.
2.
Mutate the parents by the mutation function.
3.
Produce their child by the crossover function.
4.
Put the result into the next generation.
5. If the next generation contains less than r members, go to Step 1.
The corresponding heuristic 9 is the composition of mixing and selection 6 = M o 3 .
For this to be correct, it suffices that i is chosen for the next generation with probability G(p)i, where p is the current population. The probability that i occurs at Step 4 is Pr{i = XWP)), ~( s ( p ) ) ) This completes the definition of the simple genetic algorithm, showing it to be an instance ofrandom heuristic search and identifylng its heuristic. The formalization presented here is a much more general and complete version of the original model developed in Vose (1990) .
Linear Fitness
A fitness function is called linear if it has the fomf(i1 = aTi + b for some a E Re, b E R.
Since the SGA (as considered in this paper) uses proportional selection, it is assumed thatf is injective and positive. This section uses the previous formalism to show average population fitness is a Lyapunov function when mutation is zero and fitness is linear. Ln particular, the infinite population algorithm corresponding to the simple genetic algorithm must converge to a vertex of A (ie., to some 4 representing a population consisting entirely of stringj) and average population fitness increases from one generation to the next. The consequence for a finite population SGA is that the expected population fitness increases from one generation to the next. Moreover, the only stable fixed point of the expected next population operator corresponds to the population consisting entirely of the optimal string.
Random heuristic search algorithms are classified according to the behavior of their heuristic functions. An instance of random heuristic search isfomed if 6 is continuously differentiable and for everyp E A the sequence P, G(p>, G(G(p) ), . . . converges. In this case, G is also said to be focused. Ln terms of search, this condition implies Evolutionary Computation Volume 2, Number 4 that the path determined by following what the heuristic is expected to produce will lead to some state x. By the continuity of 6, Hence such points x satisfy G(x) = x and are calledfiedpoints of 6. Note that, since the SGA heuristic is infinitely differentiable, 6 in this case is focused provided its iterates converge.
There do not seem to be many techniques for establishing that iterates of a function must converge. When there is a single fixed point, the contraction mapping theorem (see Loomis & Sternberg, 1968 ) is a natural candidate. But in the case of several fixed points, that method is not as easily applied. The following discrete analogue of Lyapunov's stability theorem is often useful in situations where the contraction mapping theorem is not.
LEMMA 5.1 : If6 hasfinitely manyfied points and (I, is a continuomfinction sattsjjing then 6 isfomed.
SKETCH OF PROOF Let U, be an E > 0 ball about fixed point wj, with E sufficiently small that x E U, + 6(x) $ u k for k # j . The proof proceeds by contradiction; thus the sequence G(x), @*)(x), #3)(x), . . . lies in the complement of U U, infinitely often. By compactness, let z be a limit point in this complement. Hence (I,(z) > ~(G(z) ). By continuity, let V be a closed neighborhood of z such that (I,(z) > (I,(G(v) ). Since z is the limit of a sequence of points in 0
Uk @k)(V), this leads to the contradiction (I,(.> > (I,(z).
The function (I, occurring above is called a Lyapunovfinction. The condition on (I, given in the proposition may be taken as x # G(x) ==+ (I,(x) < (I,(G(x)) since it is actually the monotone behavior of (I, along trajectories that matters.
In the special case of linear fitness and zero mutation, (I,@) = f Tx is a Lyapunov function.
Note that (I,(x) is the average population fitness, since f T x = C f(z1 xi = C (fitness of zI(proportion of i in population x ) THEOREM 5.2: Iffitness is linear and mutation is zero, then Q isfomed, the only&ed points are vertices of A, and average popuhtion fitness increasesji-om one generation to the next.
Before proving this theorem, some preliminary results will be established. Since this equation cannot hold when uT2J # vT2j unless both sides are zero, it follows that the sum is 
The Small Mutation Case
If, at all fixed points x E A of Q, the differential &. of 0 at x has no eigenvalue of modulus 1, then 6 is called hyperbolic. This section generalizes previous results to include mutation by way of a perturbation argument. The idea is that a focused, hyperbolic heuristic will remain so if not too greatly perturbed. The proof makes use of the Lyapunov function 4 (of the previous section) in an essential way. This material is significantly more technical than what has come before. This is unavoidable; some things are by nature complicated. Basic background in calculus and topology is assumed (see, for example, Loomis & Sternberg, 1968; Akin, 1993) . A simplified though complete picture of the central ideas of this section may be obtained by skipping over the propositions and the proofs of the lemmas.
Throughout it will be assumed that G is hyperbolic; hence dGx is a hyperbolic linear map at fixed points x of G. Assuming that an arbitrarily small perturbation off is allowed, this assumption is justified-in the case of linear fitness and zero mutation-by the following t h e~r e m .~ For the remainder of this proof, Q denotes the heuristic with mixing matrix M .
Note that G(e,) -72, is Lipschitz with constant 0 (since it is constant), dQ5 -T is Lipschtz (since it is linear) with constant IIdQ, -TI1 + 0 as M -+ Mo, and o(x -5 ) is Lipschitz with constant o(1) for x E BE(e,) as 6 + 0 (Proposition 6.2). Hence g is Lipschitz with arbitrarily small Lipschitz constant. Moreover,
Since T is a hyperbolic linear map, let E' and E-be its stable and unstable subspaces (respectively). Let [I . 11 be a norm adapted to T and let a = m={IIT II, ll(T >-'I1 1 < 1.
I E. l E -
Since all norms are equivalent, there exist > 0 and A , > 0 such that the Lipschitz constant of g(x) is less than (1 -a)/2 for x E B, (e,) and M E BX, (Mo) . Therefore, the composition of g with the retraction to BEl(e,) has Lipschitz constant less than 1 -a , so the stable manifold theorem applies to show that orbits (under G = T +g) which are confined to &,(el) converge (the fixed points of G belong to Bc,(e,) for sufficiently small A). Now let E = minE, and for x E B,,(ej) and M E Bx/(Mo). Thus let 7)' and A' be sufficiently small so that for allj,
Apply Proposition 6.4 with 7 = 7' and let the resulting X be A". Using the resulting [ (from Proposition 6.4), choose 17 < min{q/, < / 2 , E } and A"' < min{A', A"} sufficiently small so that
Finally, let z E BE(?) be such that 6(z) = y, and apply Proposition 6.4 once more, lemng the resulting A be A"". Choose X = min{ A"', A""}. The next step is the definition of sets on which orbits are under control in the sense that Lemma 6.5 can be usefully applied. Before proceeding, note that a consequence of Lemma 6.5 is that if& is maximal (amongf;), then an orbit entering B,(ej) cannot leave BE(ej). Otherwise, there would be some y such that $01) > 5, which is not possible. By the induction hypothesis, assume C, is closed. Since it is invariant, the dynamical system corresponding to 6 can be restricted to C,. Note SKETCH OF PROOF: Choose the parameters 7 (defining the sets DJ) sequentially ( j = 0, 1,. . .) to depend on 11 as follows. Let 7 be the E from Proposition 6.7, and let the corresponding X be XJ. Now let X = min XJ. This determines the sets DJ up to the parameter 7. Since the E of Proposition 6.7 can be arbitrarily small, the 7 can be arbitrarily small as well.
It will next be shown, by way of contradiction, that the 7 may be sufficiently small that SUP 4b) < q5(e7b1,) + 77.
YEB-r] CCI)
This suffices to complete the proof since D, c C,. Let 2 + 0, let corresponding y E B-,, (C,) be such that q5b) > 4(e+]) + q/2, and let x E C, be a point minimally distant from y. By compacmess (pass to a subsequence if necessary), assume xJ + x E C, as 7 4 0. By continuity of 4, it follows that +(x) 2 q5(e+,) + 7/2. This contradicts Finally, the perturbation result can be proved. 
SKETCH OF PROOF:
Choose E' > 0 so that Lemma 6.3 applies, and let the corresponding X be A'. Choose 0 < E 5 E' so that Lemma 6.5 applies, and let the corresponding X be A".
Using the resulting 77 (from Lemma 6.5), apply Lemma 6.8, and let the corresponding A be A'". Now let A = min{A', A", A"'}. The proof proceeds by showing that every orbit will eventually become trapped within some B,(e,), whereupon it converges (Lemma 6.3).
Since A = u 4 c u Z?,(D,) (Proposition 6.6), everyx E A is contained in some B,(D,).
Hence by Lemma 6.8, the orbit of x enters B,(e$. If the orbit does not leave B,(e,), then the proof is complete. Otherwise, Lemma 6.5 implies that when it does leave, say at y, then $01) > @(e,,!,,) + 7. By construction, x E B,(D,) * @(x) < $(e+,) + 7 (Lemma 6.8).
Therefore, y E B,,(Dk) for some k > j .
The previous paragraph may be summarized by: if an orbit, upon entering B,(e,), does not become trapped in BE(er), then it enters some B,(eb) wherefb > f;. It follows that the orbit must eventually become trapped, since the alternative is an infinite increasing sequence 0 f;, <f;Z <A3,. . . which is not possible.
To summarize these results and make related observations, the addition of small amounts of mutation has the following effects:
0 The average population fitness still increases in the infinite population model from populations that are not too homogeneous (this is the message of Proposition 6.4).
0 Because of the alternate interpretations of G, this means that, in the finite population case, the expected population fimess still increases from populations that are not too homogeneous.
0 Population trajectories in the infinite population model still converge (this is the message of Theorem 6.9).
0 Since a small perturbation of the dynamical system will not alter dimensions of the stablelunstable spaces of the differentials at tixed points (by hyperbolicity and continuity), there is still a unique stable tixed point of the expected next population operator.
In fact, the proof technique establishes a more general result in that the fitness function can be simultaneously perturbed with mutation; the linearity of fitness need not be maintained.
Conclusion
Random heuristic search (a general form of stochastic search) has been described and some of its general properties were proved. By showing the simple genetic algorithm to be a special case, relationships between seemingly different probabilistic perspectives on SGA behavior were explained and a rigorous formalization of the simple genetic algorithm was obtained.
The formalization was used to show expected population fitness is a Lyapunov function in the infinite population model when mutation is zero and fitness is linear. Ln particular, the infinite population algorithm must converge, and average population fitness increases from one generation to the next. The consequence for a finite population SGA is that the expected population fitness increases from one generation to the next. Moreover, the only stable fixed point of the expected next population operator corresponds to the population consisting entirely of the optimal string.
These results were extended, by way of a perturbation argument, to allow nonzero mutation. The result obtained is that given a positive hyberbolic linear fitness function and small mutation, the expected population fitness still increases from populations that are not Evolutionary Computation Volume 2, Number 4 too homogeneous, population trajectories in the infinite population model still converge, and there is a unique stable fixed point of the expected next population operator (which does not correspond to the population consisting entirely of the optimal string). In fact, the proof technique establishes a more general result in that the fitness function can be simultaneously perturbed with mutation; the linearity of fitness need not be maintained.
